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In order to achieve the Vision and Mission of the Institute, the Principal used to holds various
meetings with senior faculty and the management committee. The budget for purchase of buses was
allocated by the management. Initially small numbers of buses were purchased and few were hired
on rent basis due to financial constraints. The Principal deputes various teams of teachers for
campaigning purpose in various Schools of nearby villages covering about a radius of 25 km. This
practice is done during the leisure period of faculty. Parents and admission seekers are informed
about the courses offered, the facilities, student welfare schemes and the admission process. They
also provide guidance and counseling regarding the options available not only in the College but
also elsewhere. The parents are convinced to educate their daughters wherever found reluctant due
to social or financial constraints. Students’ parents are informed about the fee structure and the
economic transport facility provided by the College. During the admission process the roots are
analyzed by administrative staff. Common Bus stoppages are decided on all roots. Special bus
stoppage is allowed if five or more students belong to any remote area. Various sister institutions
are running under the same management. The transport facility is also shared by staff and students
of these institutions. These institutions have nice collaboration with each other. Time table and local
vacations are adjusted accordingly to make the practice more efficient. During examinations days
bus timings are adjusted as per the examinations schedule. It has been realized that the students of
remote area would not be able to complete their education without the transport facility. At present
the institution is providing concession of more than Rs.400000 (Rs. four lacs) in transport budget.
The intension behind this practice is to minimize the financial constraints of these needy, rural and
economically weak students. A number of people, dignitaries, NRI’S and politicians have
contributed a lot to run this practice successfully.

